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Milab Microphones appoints The Deep Sound as exclusive distributor for Spain
Helsingborg, Sweden - Milab Microphones is pleased to announce that The Deep Sound has been
appointed as the exclusive distributor for Milab products in Spain.
“We are very happy to present The Deep Sound as our official partner in Spain.” says Mattias Strömberg,
Marketing Manager for Milab. “They are an established company in the Spanish pro audio business and
have the technical knowledge and customer base that I believe will make them a perfect fit for Milab.”
Sergio Serrano, business manager for The Deep Sound says: "Our greatest ambition is to always put the
needs of our clients first and to provide the best personalized solution for every situation. Our
partnership with Milab will make our position on the Spanish market even stronger.''
The Deep Sound, located in Madrid, has been dedicated to professional audio for more than 30 years.
The company offers a wide range of services for the Spanish pro-audio market, including designing
custom recording studios for their clients.
Milab Microphones is one of the classic boutique microphone manufacturers and has a history that
goes back to 1941. Over the years the mission has remained unchanged: to provide audio professionals
with the finest possible tools for the art and science of capturing music. Milab continues today, as in the
beginning, to manufacture all microphones entirely by hand in its workshop in Sweden. Every
microphone is delivered with its unique frequency response chart and is covered by Milab’s industry
leading lifetime warranty.
For more information please visit www.milabmic.com or contact:
Mattias Strömberg
Milab Microphones AB
Email: mattias.stromberg@milabmic.com
Tel: +46-42-381629
Mobile: +46-709-781283
Sergio Serrano
The Deep Sound
Email: info@thedeepsound.com
Tel: +34-673-227340
Web: www.thedeepsound.com
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